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Tuesday, February 5, 2013 369aChromosomal DNA replication is a highly dynamic and complex process. Mul-
tiple enzymes work closely together to successfully synthesize new DNA be-
fore cell division occurs. The current understanding of this process is largely
based on ensemble averaging experiments. These types of experiments, while
powerful, can obscure the events that occur between individual molecules. We
build on the current understanding of DNA replication by studying this process
on the single-cell level. We use a combination of quantitative in vivo single-
molecule fluorescence microscopy and microfluidics to probe the dynamics
of specific molecules involved during replication inside individual living E.
coli cells. In particular, we employ custom-built microfluidic channels to im-
mobilize the bacteria in such a manner as to study individual cells for multiple
generations. This not only allows us to image cells without fixation, but it also
provides the added benefit of obtaining a large amount of information regarding
a specific cell in a single experiment, including repeated observation of the dif-
ferent phases of its cell cycle. Here we describe the techniques involved in these
experiments as well as the implications of our data for our understanding of the
replication process.
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RAD51-filament formation on single-stranded DNA represents a undamental
step in homologous recombination, an essential DNA-repair pathway.
In vitro, nucleation, the initial step of filament formation, can take place on
both single and double-stranded DNA. The fundamental mechanism of filament
formation, selectivity for single-stranded DNA, and nucleus size are still under
debate. We combined fluorescence microscopy, optical tweezers and micro-
fluidics to quantify the assembly of RAD51 filaments with single-monomer res-
olution. Our assay allows the observation of nucleation and filament growth
separately, permitting direct measurement of the cooperativity in RAD51-
filament formation. We show that RAD51 nucleation process is intrinsically se-
lective, strongly favouring single-stranded DNA and that the size of nuclei is
heterogeneous. We propose that this heterogeneity arises from the energetic
balance between RAD51 self-assembly in solution and the size-dependent
nucleus-DNA interaction. Finally, we show that BRC4, one of the RAD51-
binding domains of tumor suppressor BRCA2, acts as inhibitor of RAD51-
filament formation.Platform: Protein Folding & Stability II
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Optical tweezers have enabled the use of extremely low mechanical forces to
study the unfolding and refolding of single protein biomolecules. This study ex-
plores the role of the geometry of force application relative to the protein topol-
ogy in controlling the unfolding pathway of the src SH3 domain. The
mechanical unfolding transition state of src SH3 has been characterized for
two contrasting pulling geometries; one that applies a longitudinal, shearing
force on the terminal b-strand, and the other that applies an orthogonal, unzip-
ping force. Our results suggest that different barriers are being probed along the
two pulling axes. Interestingly, the force dependence of the unfolding rates for
the shearing axis is biphasic, indicating a switch in the unfolding pathway. To
the best of our knowledge, this represents the first instance in which a force-
induced change in the unfolding pathway has been directly observed experi-
mentally. The mechanical transition state has been further characterized by de-
veloping a protein engineering approach analogous to the4-value methodology
used in bulk studies.
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of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA.Spectrin is an elongated structural protein which forms, through inter-subunit
interaction, a two-dimensional lattice-work of support for the cytoskeleton
and membrane of a cell. The head-to-head interaction of the a- and b subunits,
the ‘‘tetramer interaction,’’ is of particular interest, as here two partially un-
structured domains undergo a coupled binding and folding reaction to yield
a new three-helix bundled domain. In mammals, spectrin tetramers are found
in two isoforms, SpI and SpII. SpI, the erythrocyte spectrin, forms relatively
weak tetramers that exhibit slow folding and unfolding kinetics, believed to
contribute to the intrinsic flexibility and durability of the red blood cell. In con-
trast SpII, the non-erythrocyte spectrin, rapidly associates to forms tetramers
three orders of magnitude more stable than SpI. Intriguingly, the choice of
b-subunit isoform does not dramatically alter the properties of the tetramer, in-
dicating that difference in a-subunit isoform confers the majority of increased
stability and association rate. Previous work has attributed this effect to a single
residue (G46 in SpIa versus R37 in SpIIa) linking the N-terminal partially
structured tail to the fully folded first domain of the a-subunit. In order to in-
vestigate the importance of helical propensity and charge character to the sta-
bility and association kinetics of the spectrin tetramer, we have made a series of
point mutants in SpIa and SpIIa. Our early data suggest that increasing the he-
lical propensity of residue 46 in SpIa by mutation to alanine accelerates the as-
sociation kinetics, but does not alter the thermodynamic stability of the
complex, while mutation to arginine dramatically increases the stability and
folding kinetics.
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We hypothesize that few non-local interactions are effective in the early phases
of the folding transition prior to the cooperative transition. These interactions
loosely stabilize few closed loops which form the folding noncontiguous
nucleus, reduce the chain entropy and determine the course of the folding
pathway. This is ‘‘The loop hypothesis’’. In this prospect, we are examining
the dominance of either, local or non local interaction, during the early phases
of E. coli Adenylate kinase (AK) folding transition. We do this by combining
rapid mixing from unfolding to folding conditions and the use of time resolved
FRET spectroscopy. using specific labeling of Donor and Acceptor FRET
pairs, we determine the distance distribution of segments’ ends in the protein
and follow their transition to native dimensions. We find that the distribution
of the distance between residues 18 and 203 right after mixing is a measure
of the dimensions of the ensemble of the collapsed backbone still disordered
under folding conditions as expected from the theory. In the case of the AK
molecule at least two closed loop structures (residues 28 to 71 and 2 to 24)
reach native end to end distance within the mixing time (5ms) long before
the formation of secondary structures and the overall folding. A representative
b-strand (residues 79 to 86) has non-native end to end distance during the first
15 ms and undergoes slow change (3 sec) to native distance. These results
support the loop hypothesis. We thereby, conclude that non local interactions
play a major role in guiding the folding pathway towards productive routes
at its early phases.
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Recent progress has permitted observation of reproducible folding of small
proteins in molecular dynamics simulations(1, 2). Despite the availability of
transferable forcefields, these methods remain constrained by the short time-
step and availability of specialized hardware. using a new Monte-Carlo
based biomolecular simulation code, SIMONA(3), with a modified AMBER
forcefield we observe rapid reproducible folding transitions in single-PC
simulations of several small proteins, including the villin headpiece and the
WW-domain, which can be used to com-
pletely characterize the protein folding
equilibrium at the all-atom level. These
results demonstrate that Monte-Carlo
methods can significantly accelerate
sampling of large-scale conformational
changes of proteins on widely accessible
computational resources.
